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Abstract. A synthetic corpus of dialogs was constructed from the Libri-
Speech corpus, and is made freely available for diarization research. It
includes over 90 hours of training data, and over 9 hours each of de-
velopment and test data. Both 2-person and 3-person dialogs, with and
without overlap, are included. Timing information is provided in several
formats, and includes not only speaker segmentations, but also phoneme
segmentations. As such, it is a useful starting point for general, particu-
larly early-stage, diarization system development.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Speaker diarization is the task of segmenting an audio file with multiple speak-
ers into speaker turns, also known as “speaker indexing” or the “who spoke
when” question. This task was first considered for air-traffic control recordings
[13,30,34,38], and has since been applied to a variety of applications [1,2,25],
most often to 2-person telephone conversations [8,36,24], broadcast radio and
television [12,33], and many-person (e.g. 4-10+) meetings [43,4]. Our own ap-
plication is doctor-patient dialogs [9], usually consisting of 2 speakers, but oc-
casionally 3 speakers, and only very rarely 4+ speakers. We were not able to
identify a suitable training corpus for diarization system development, which
is understandable given that medical dialogs contain sensitive personal informa-
tion. A recently-released diarization challenge set (for the “DIHARD” challenge)
included some clinical interviews with doctors and autistic children, but it was
required to delete the data following the challenge. Also, the speech of children
may not be considered to be a typical case study for general system development.
Other data sets are proprietary and seem particular to a given recording channel
and/or background noise condition (e.g. air-traffic control). These do not seem
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ideal for our application or for general system development, where one might
prefer to obtain clean speech and then corrupt it with background noise suitable
to the application [21,46]. We decided therefore to make our own synthetic cor-
pus of dialogs, which we make freely available for general use, particularly for
early-stage and general diarization system development. Of course, this is not
intended to replace real-world data, and each applied worker must also obtain
data from their own domain.

The earliest approaches to diarization used a “bottom-up” approach of clus-
tering feature vectors by similarity [13,30]. These are also called “unsupervised”
in the sense that they require no labeled training data [34]. Although these ap-
proaches have remained heavily used in the literature [4,2], later systems began
to introduce “top-down” or “supervised” approaches [38,43,12]. These require
a fair amount of labeled training data in addition to test data. In fact, the
first such top-down study [38] was also the first to introduce synthetic dialog
data for training purposes. Recent diarization approaches utilize neural net-
works [23,18,20,45,41], and these can likewise require a large amount of training
data. However, the manual segmentation of dialog data is remarkably difficult
and time-consuming (as we have attempted ourselves), and therefore prohibitive
for most groups undertaking to get started with system development. Moreover,
to avoid over-tuning to the test set during system development and architecture
search, it is strongly preferable to have separate development and test data sets.

A final motivation for our synthetic corpus is that we desired to study the is-
sue of “phoneme specificity” or “phone adaptive training” in speaker diarization
[17,7,42,47,5,31,35,44]. This refers to the fact that phoneme acoustic differences
confound the detection of speaker acoustic differences. That is, for example, the
fricatives of two speakers may be more similar than the fricatives and vowels of
the same speaker. In order to address this issue, one generally requires a corpus
wherein the phone identities and segmentations are available. We introduce such
a corpus here, by using methodology from automatic speech recognition (ASR)
to obtain forced alignments of phoneme labels.

1.2 Brief review of diarization data sets

The first diarization data studied was air-traffic control recordings [13,30,34,38],
and an early study of a 5-person meeting quickly followed [43]. The 1997 DARPA
Speech Recognition Workshop introduced the ARPA Hub4 task, to transcribe
radio and television broadcasts [12,33]. This was the first in a series of diariza-
tion and related tasks from ARPA (Advanced Research Project Agency) and
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), and over 100 publica-
tions have been dedicated to the diarization of such broadcasts. We have not
been able to locate the past NIST data sets, and recent ones appear to be ac-
cessible only with an LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) account. Also, they
can contain music or other background noises, and they do not generally include
a large training set or phonemic information. The second major domain of di-
arization research (also over 100 publications) has been multi-person meetings,
particularly following the introduction of widely-used corpora of meeting data,
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namely the ISL Meeting Corpus [6], the ICSI Meeting corpus [19], the AMI cor-
pus [15], and various meeting data sets from NIST, e.g. [11]. Although these are
excellent for their domain of application, they involve many speakers (at least 3
speakers, and 4+ speakers in the great majority) and again a particular audio-
channel/background-noise scenario. This may not be suitable for early-stage or
general diarization system development, or for research focused on 2-3 speakers.
Of these, only the AMI corpus (involving 4+ speakers of British or European
English) is freely available with a liberal usage license. The third major domain
of diarization research has concerned 2-person telephone conversations, of which
the stand-out data set has been the Switchboard corpus [14]. This is by far the
closest data set to our intended application, but it also has a few drawbacks: It
is only available via LDC account, it is sampled at 8 kHz, it seems particular to
the given audio channel, and exact overlapped-speech information may not be
obtainable. Therefore, it was deemed that, for general, open-source use, particu-
larly outside of the three major application domains, a free synthetic diarization
corpus would be necessary, and likely useful to others as well.

We therefore focused on finding previous synthetic diarization corpora. As
mentioned above, the first to introduce synthetic dialog data [38] was also the
first top-down study, where availability of training data becomes critical. Another
early top-down study [39] likewise used a simulated dialog corpus, for which they
cited a CD-ROM. Neither of these early synthetic corpora are currently available
to our knowledge. Almost no mention of synthetic data was made in the years
following the 1997 NIST set. We find exactly 2 artificial conversations made from
TIMIT data [8,22,40], a small synthetic test set from TIMIT data [10], and one
large synthetic set made from TIMIT [26]. The later was only described in a few
sentences, but appears quite similar in motivation to ours (e.g., conversations of
2-6 speakers). Unfortunately, none of these TIMIT-based sets are available to
our knowledge. A set of synthetic Spanish conversations was found [3], but we
do not consider non-English sets here.

Therefore, we have developed our own synthetic corpus as a basic starting
point for diarization research, derived from the freely available and open-source
LibriSpeech corpus [28]. This synthetic diarization corpus is freely available for
download at:

https://github.com/EMRAI/emrai-synthetic-diarization-corpus.

2 Synthetic diarization corpus

The LibriSpeech corpus consists of sections of English audio books recorded at
16 kHz sample rate [28], usually with clear articulation and high-quality audio.
It was expected therefore that forced alignment could produce highly accurate
(albeit not perfect) phonemic segmentations. The open-source and widely-used
Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [29] includes a recipe for ASR training and
alignment of the LibriSpeech corpus. The use of this ASR set is also advantageous
because some analyses from the ASR pipeline can be used in diarization. For
example, if a universal background model (UBM) or i-vector extractor is trained
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on the LibriSpeech ASR corpus, it could be used on the synthetic diarization
data as well.

In brief outline, we have constructed our synthetic corpus as follows (further
details will be available from the download page of the corpus). For training
data, we use the “train clean 100” subset of the LibriSpeech corpus with 100.6
hours of audio. This consists of 585 chapters read by 251 unique speakers (126
male, 125 female), where each chapter has up to 129 utterances. We ranked
chapters according to number of utterances, and discarded chapters with fewer
than 4 utterances. Alternating chapters in this ranked list were combined into
2-speaker dialogs, with care not to combine the same speaker into a single dialog.
The utterances from the 2 speakers were simply alternated until one of the 2
speakers had no further utterances. This resulted in dialogs with 13-259 utter-
ances (median 84). Speakers were combined without respect to gender, resulting
in 73 female-female, 65 male-male, and 154 female-male dialogs (292 dialogs
total). Dialogs ranged in duration from 2.7-49.6 min (median 17.5 min), yield-
ing 98.15 hours in the total training corpus. The LibriSpeech “dev clean”, “dev
other”, “test clean”, and “test other” sets were likewise prepared for diarization
development and test sets (Table 1).

Table 1. Synthetic 2-person corpus with no overlap

Dialogs Utts (Turns) Tokens Hours

Train 292 28522 989715 98.15

Dev-clean 48 2673 53765 4.98

Dev-other 45 2822 50227 4.69

Test-clean 43 2605 52279 5.07

Test-other 45 2861 51305 4.85

Inspired by published statistics of natural conversations [37,16], a small ran-
dom gap was inserted between speaker turns, as sampled from a Rayleigh distri-
bution with scale parameter (mode) of 200 ms. The longest random draws (i.e.
from the long tail of the Rayleigh distribution) were discarded, given that gaps in
natural conversations are bounded to some finite value. The actually-used sam-
ples ranged from 2 to 819 ms with a mean gap of 240 ms. In each original audio
file, the leading/trailing silences were tapered linearly to 0 at start/end, such
that no audible transient occurs between speaker turns (i.e. the silent portions
transition smoothly into each other). Successive wav files were linearly added
into the dialog waveform, with the appropriate offsets, and checked so that no
sample accidentally exceeded a range of ±1.

Timing information is provided in 3 formats: 1) the Kaldi .ctm format; 2)
the NIST .rttm format [27], as required by the widely-used md-eval-v21.pl script
for computing the diarization error rate (DER) [1]; and 3) a simple frame-by-
frame list of integer labels. In the later, 0 indicates silence, 1 indicates speaker
1, and 2 indicates speaker 2, etc. Integers greater than 10 indicate overlap. In
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case the direction of overlap is important, these are coded such that “12” means
overlap as speaker 1 transitions to speaker 2, and “21” means overlap as speaker
2 transitions to speaker 1. But if the user is only interested in “overlap”, then
all integers greater than 10 can be collapsed into one category.

For the NIST .rttm format, we provide two versions. In the first, only speaker
turns are indicated (with labels 1, 2, etc.), and where all within-speaker gaps of
less than 200 ms are ignored, i.e. labeled as speech. This appears to be the most
widely used threshold currently, whereas a previous standard used a threshold
of 300 ms [27]. In the second set of .rttm files provided, all silences, including
gaps less than 200 ms, are explicitly included (with label 0). From these, users
could make other thresholds of within-speaker gaps to ignore.

The dialog .ctm files include the timing information for individual phonemes,
as obtained by forced alignment (from the tri4b stage of the Kaldi recipe for the
LibriSpeech ASR corpus, using the Kaldi “ali2phones” utility [29]). These .ctm
files from the original forced alignments were simply mapped to the new timeline
of the dialog. We followed the provided standard recipe for the ASR pipeline,
except that we used our own lexicon, for reasons that will be presented in a
separate contribution. In brief, we have been studying a syllabic approach to
ASR, and have developed a lexicon with syllabic phonology for these purposes.
This has resulted in ∼ 20 % relative improvement in WER, and so this was
preferred for forced alignments as well. Moreover, we sought to investigate the use
of syllabic structure in diarization (see companion paper), which requires syllabic
information from the alignments. Our expanded phone set can be mapped back
to the usual ARPAbet phones [32], if desired. Since forced alignment does not
work for out-of-vocabulary words, we manually added all such words to our
lexicon. This is one of the reasons that we use only the 100-hour “train clean”
subset of the full LibriSpeech training data.

A second version of the corpus incorporates speaker overlap. Because some
users may want to compare diarization with and without overlap (but otherwise
identical), we used the exact same utterances and alignments as above, with only
one difference – in the overlap version we subtract 200 ms from each between-
speaker interval. This shifts the mode of the ∼Rayleigh distribution to 0 ms, with
a range of −198 to 619 ms (mean 40 ms). This is a fairly realistic range of overlap
for natural English conversations [37,16], and therefore barely noticeable to the
human ear. Note, however, that real-world conversations also include another
type of overlap, where one speaker makes a brief utterance or non-speech sound in
the middle of the other speaker’s turn (sometimes called “back-channel” speech).
We have no statistics for such events, and it is not possible to imitate these easily
with just the LibriSpeech data, so no such “back-channel” speech was included
in the synthetic corpus.

Next, a 3-person synthetic dialog corpus was constructed by the same meth-
ods as above. However, we do not want all dialogs to have ∼ 33% representation
of each of the 3 speakers. Although we do not know of any published statis-
tics, it is certainly not the case that all real-world 3-person dialogs have equal
time allocated to the 3 speakers. Also, the 3 speakers should not alternate in a
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Table 2. Synthetic 2-person corpus with overlap

Dialogs Utts (Turns) Tokens Hours

Train 292 28522 989715 96.58

Dev-clean 48 2673 53765 4.83

Dev-other 45 2822 50227 4.54

Test-clean 43 2605 52279 4.93

Test-other 45 2861 51305 4.69

simple sequence of 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, etc. As a simple first solution, the sequence
was assigned as follows: the first speaker is speaker 1 by definition, and then
each subsequent speaker is chosen randomly from the other 2 speakers, until one
speaker runs out of available utterances. In this manner, each dialog ends up
with a unique sequence of speaker turns, and unique proportions of represen-
tation across the 3 speakers. Single speakers took a range of 17.7-44.4% of the
dialog turns (mean 33.3%). This method does, however, lose some utterances in
each dialog, so the total hours in the corpus is less than for the 2-speaker corpus
(Table 3). Dialogs included between 17 and 366 utterances (median 118), and
ranged in duration from 2.8-71.5 min (median 24.4 min). Across all 3-speaker
dialogs, 22% were same-gender (m-m-m or f-f-f) and 78% were mixed-gender.

Table 3. Synthetic 3-person corpus without overlap

Dialogs Utts (Turns) Tokens Hours

Train 195 26694 928346 92.11

Dev-clean 32 2430 48899 4.53

Dev-other 30 2560 45664 4.26

Test-clean 29 2406 47639 4.61

Test-other 30 2684 48025 4.53

The inter-speaker intervals were again chosen randomly according to a Rayleigh
distribution with mode of 200 ms (as above), and the actual samples ranged from
1 to 803 ms (mean 242 ms). To create the corresponding 3-person corpus with
overlap (Table 4), the identical sequences and values were used, except with 200
ms subtracted from the inter-speaker intervals. This yielded intervals of -199 to
603 ms (mean 42 ms).
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Table 4. Synthetic 3-person corpus with overlap

Dialogs Utts (Turns) Tokens Hours

Train 195 26694 928346 90.64

Dev-clean 32 2430 48899 4.40

Dev-other 30 2560 45664 4.12

Test-clean 29 2406 47639 4.47

Test-other 30 2684 48025 4.38

3 Discussion and Conclusion

A synthetic corpus of dialogs was made from the open-source LibriSpeech corpus
and released for download:

https://github.com/EMRAI/emrai-synthetic-diarization-corpus.

The corpus includes timing information in several formats, and includes phoneme
as well as speaker segmentations. Both 2-speaker and 3-speaker corpora, with
and without overlap, are provided. In the future, we will likely add a 4-speaker
corpus. Note that dialogs with different numbers of speakers can be combined
by a user to obtain a data set where the number of speakers is not fixed.

As a synthetic corpus, there are several deviations from real-world data. First,
there is very little background noise (but users could add their own for a better
approximation to real conditions [21,46]). Second, conversational statistics were
approximately mimicked, but cannot be considered perfectly realistic. Third,
we included no intervals of truly multi-speaker speech, i.e., “back-channel” ut-
terances by one speaker that occur fully within the turn of another speaker.
Fourth, the LibriSpeech corpus itself consists of high-quality readings of audio
books, which has certain advantages (such as high-quality phonetic alignments),
but also makes the speech unrealistic to most real-world applications. Fifth,
although our corpus is gender-balanced, we include no child or other special cat-
egories of speech. Finally, we only include 2-speaker and 3-speaker dialogs (and
4-speaker dialogs will be included in a future release).

Thus, we explicitly do NOT suggest that the synthetic corpus replaces the
need for real-world data; applied workers must also obtain data for each particu-
lar application. Nonetheless, we believe that our general-purpose corpus serves as
a useful starting point for diarization research, particularly in the early stages of
system development, where a very challenging corpus peculiar to one recording
situation is often less desirable. We advise the beginning researcher to attempt
first the 2-speaker corpus without overlap, and then move on to consider overlap
and more speakers, along with real-world data. It is, however, possible that train-
ing on this corpus can produce models that generalize to real-world situations
(as in our companion paper).
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